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This sweet book will help your toddler learn about the alphabet. Fun words, beautiful vintage

inspired illustrations increase vocabulary and inspire curiosity.Baby's 1st Beginner and Beyond

Library Books&e Unique & Colorful illustration: Introduced baby to pictures of alphabet using

colorful illustrations.&e Easy Read: The learning material design easy to help your baby, toddler,

preschooler recognize letters of the alphabet. There are words like hippopotamus to introduce

various pronunciations to boost your little one's auditory skills overtime.&e An ideal match for their

temperament: Single words and pictures are minimal. Engage your little one and match their

learning personality.&e Grow with your baby: Design for beyond your child's learning journey. To

entertain, engage, and develop a learning structure.&e Simple & Classic: A must-have for your

homeschool library, book club, teacher's classroom.Great for traveling and reading aloud at

home.Happy Learning !!

"These titles for beginning readers are surprisingly substantive and feature popular topics,

engaging texts, and short sentences. Appealing covers work with striking interior photos,

illustrations, and other artwork. Some of the illustrations show racially diverse young children

and families. A labeled diagram depicting the creature's body parts and a picture glossary

conclude each volume. Another highlight is the inclusion of at least one critical thinking

question; answers appear on subsequent pages with examples. Readers engage with the

material, stretch their imaginations, and relate the topic to prior knowledge and experiences. 

VERDICT Recommended for school and public library collections. Teachers and educators can

encourage students to draw their favorite creatures and tell stories about them." �School Library

Journal--This text refers to the library edition.About the AuthorEmma Carlson Berne has

written and edited more than two dozen books for young people. She holds a master's degree

in composition and rhetoric from Miami University. Emma lives in Cincinnati, Ohio, with her

husband and two sons. Visit her online at http://emmacarlsonberne.com/. --This text refers to

the library edition.
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The book by Annie Pack Press has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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